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Gas diagnostics from FIR lines
Fine-structure cooling lines: collisionallyHII region

Photodissociation region

excited atoms de-excite through forbidden
transitions, emitting photons in the farinfrared e.g. [C II] 158 μm

Powerful diagnostics of gas properties,
e.g.:
•

Tielens et al. 2005

( [O I] 63 + [C II] 158) / FTIR
- probe of photoelectric heating
efficiency of FUV radiation field
• [C II] 158 / [O I] 63
- sensitive to the gas density
• [O I] 145 / [O I] 63
- probe temperatures Tgas ~ 300 K

Physical gas properties derived via comparison with PDR models,
e.g. Tielens & Hollenbach (1985)
– gas characterised by FUV rad. strength Go
incident on slab of hydrogen density n
[Kaufman et al. 1999, 2006]

NGC 891
- a very nearby, prototypical example of an edge-on spiral
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- PDR modelling of ISO data:
G0 ~ 100-200, n ~ 3x103 cm-3

Herschel spectroscopy
Very Nearby Galaxies Survey
(P.I.: C. D. Wilson)
PACS:
25 x 9.4’’ spaxals in a 5x5 grid,
strips + maps, res approx. 9-13’’
- [O III] 88 μm, [O I] 145 & 63 μm,
[C II] 158 μm, [N II] 122 μm

SPIRE FTS:
Two bolometer arrays,
sparse and intermediate raster
maps, res approx. 17-21’’
- [NII] 205 μm

Ancillary data: 24, 70, 160 μm for
deriving TIR map (Galametz+ 2013)
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Gas diagnostics
[CII]/TIR

[OIII] 88 /
[OI] 63

[OIII] 88 /
[NII] 122

Lower [C II]/TIR in centre

Traces ionised gas regime

High vs. low ionisation

 higher charging of dust
grains with higher dust
temperature…?

 peak of ionised fraction
in centre and NE region

 possibly under
estimating [O I] 63 due to
optical depth effects

Line ratio

Log F[NII]205 (W m-2 sr--1)

Fraction of [CII] from ionised gas

Ionised gas density

Log F24 (W m-2 sr-1)

Two approaches – (1) use lower resolution 17’’ map of [NII] 205 μm line (blue circles)
(2) estimate [NII] 205 μm line emission from 24 μm flux (grey squares)

Gas heating and cooling
[CII]+[OI]
/ TIR

[CII] 158
/ [OI] 63

[OI] 145 /
[OI] 63

Heating efficiency variation

[C II] primary gas coolant

Probing optical depth

 gas heating more
efficient in disc, consistent
with observations of M51

 possibly under
estimating [O I] 63 due to
optical depth effects

 central regions
demonstrate optically
thick [O I] 63 line

PDR models of Kaufman+
(1999, 2006), available on
web – PDR Toolbox
Pixel-by-pixel line fitting
produces maps of Go and n

[CII]158 / [OI]63

Use ([C II] 158 + [O I]63)/FTIR
versus [C II] 158 / [O I] 63
diagnostic diagram

[CII]158 / [OI]63

PDR modelling
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PDR modelling
- Derive:
1.7 < log G < 3
1 < log (n/cm3) < 3.5
40 < Tgas < 500 K

- Consistent with:
integrated ISO observations of
NGC 891 (Stacey+ 2010) and
other normal star-forming
galaxies (Malhotra + 2001).
Herschel observations of
resolved galaxies, particularly
M51’s spiral arms (Parkin+ 2013).

Summary

NASA / STScI / WikiSky

• First time mapping the FIR finestructure line emission in NGC
891’s disc at sub-kpc resolution
• Majority of the disc has similar
gas properties as spiral arm and
inter-arm regions of M51
• Estimate a stronger on average
FUV radiation field in the NE
region that is arguably physical
• SAFARI can efficiently increase
spatial coverage and spectral
resolution for larger samples of
nearby galaxies.

Thanks for your attention!
See Hughes, Foyle, Schirm et al. in prep.

